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In the research of the history on Chinese pronunciation, it is essential all the 
time to analyze and study rime books in the past. The dissertation takes Dengyin, 
written in the early years of Qing Dynasty by Ma Ziyuan , scholar of Yunnan, as 
an object of study. 
Because the appraisal of Catalogue Summary of Siku-Quanshu on Dengyin 
is very low, and the works itself has some defects in addition, there were not 
many people to study it, the works was treated coldly outside the mainstream in 
the study of the Chinese pronunciation history, and has not got the due attention. 
Another problem is that there is no unanimous agreement on the phonetic 
phenomenon and the nature of the phonology, as well as the life history of the 
author. Starting with investigation of the author’s life, his books and creative 
times of the works, the dissertation puts his works in specific space-time 
coordinate for the benefit of comparing with some dialects and other phonologic 
books. Then, the dissertation carries on overall description of the pronunciation 
system reflected in the Dengyin and discussion about some disputable problems 
in the study of the pronunciation history of modern Chinese, such as the 
disappearance of the “Yi” initial, the nature of the “Jiao-yin”, was there an 
objective distinction between “Gu (孤) and Gu (骨), etc. On the basis of those 
study, conclusion was drawn that DengYin is a rime book having both merits and 
demerits, and apart from a few details that are influenced by dialect 
unconsciously, DengYin reflects mainly the Mandarin standard pronunciation of 















Many pronunciation phenomena reflected in the books contribute to our 
knowledge of characteristics and laws of modern Chinese pronunciation 
development. The appraisal of Catalogue Summary of Siku-Quanshu is not so 
objective and justified. 
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